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INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH
This study has "been made to compare unaided oral
recall with unaided written recall on silent reading
paragraphs, and to show the relation of spelling ability
and handwriting speed to written recall in grades three,
four, five and six,
I* /els of Recall
Many different levels of recall are used in compil-
ing reading tests. One of the lower levels is that of
identification. In identification, we may "be able to recog-
nize the correct answer among several answers, but without
understanding the meaning of it.
"Straightway he became a prince. He livea in
a fine palace. He had servants dressed in white
and gold, and he rode in a golden chariot with a
golden umbrella over his head. He ruled the
country round about, and rich and poor obeyed
him.
1
He lived in a (tent, palace, house)
This is a sentence taken from the paragraph above with
the exception of the word 'fine'. It would not be necessary
to know the meaning of 'palace' in order to complete the
sentence. It could simply be copied.
A somewhat higher type of recall is that of the com-
pletion question. This might be termed aided recall. Part
of the memory is given and the test is to complete it. This
1
Williams,Allan J. : Williams Reading Test, Form A Grades 4-9
Public School Publishing Company
4
test, although of greater value than identification for
thought content, still depends on stimulation of the
memory.
Jack ran into the playroom and got his top and
drum. His mother said, "What are you going to
do?" "I am going to with the other "boys,"
said. 2
One of the highest types of recall is unaided or
voluntary recall, that is, a paragraph or story is read
and reproduced either orally or in writing. Most reading
tests are made up of objective exercises, hut there are
and have been in the past a few which are composed of
voluntary recall.
3
"A Silent Beading Test" by V.S.Gray, is based on
paragraphs of different levels of difficulty. Unaided
recall is first asked for, then questions are given and
answers recorded. Tne directions for scoring voluntary
recall are, "Checic from the pupil's reproduction all
wrong statements, all irrelevant statements and all
repetitions. Count remaining words. Find the percentage
that these words are of the total number of words in the
selecti on.
"
2 Kelley, T.M. Ruch, G.M. and Terman, L.M. "New Stanford
Achievement Test" Form W World Book Go. 1929
3 Gray, William S. "A Silent Reading Test," Chicago
University Press 1914
4
This scoring seems to depend almost wholly on the
number of words which have been reproduced from the para-
graph, rather than the number of recalled ideas.
4
H, W. Holmes has a Reading Test, similar to that
of Gray which has paragraphs or stories of different
levels of reading ability, For thought content this test
is scored by large memory units, that is, ideas which could
be broken up into smaller units.
5
"A Silent Reading Test" by H. A. Brown, is a series
of paragraphs of different levels of difficulty. "For
scoring, the number of ideas reproduced is counted. One
score is based on the number of ideas reproduced in
substance; a second score on the number of ideas accurately
reproduced. The scoring of this test seems to be more accu-
rate for thought content than that of Gray which scores by
finding the percentage of the words used in the selection,
"
These tests are in little use tcday. They are
primarily individual tests and test mainly ior thou&ht
content, and reading speed. When group tests measuring
different phases oi reading as speed, following directions,
selecting central ideas, etc., can oe given to thirty or
forty children in the same time it takes for one individual
reading
4 Holmes, H.V. "A Silent Reading Test" University of
Chicago Press 1914
5 Gray, W, S, "Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading"
Educational Monograph, Ko.25 University of Chicago

test, we can see why they are not in use. Then too, there
is the difficulty in scoring and time used in scoring
these tests.
This study deals with voluntary recall for thought
content, "both oral and written.
Do our elementary and secondary schools put too much
stress on written recall, or written composition and not
enough on oral composition?
Importance of Oral Composi tion
Caroline Trommer and Teresa Regan in discussing the
cause of the disappearance of 'the pleasant art of con-
versation', say that we are fast becoming a lazy people
conversationally speaking; "We listen to the radio: we
watch a motion picture or a "ball game: we go to the
theatre to be amused and not to thin^: and when we do
express an opinion we tend to do so with an air of
finality that precludes all intelligent opposition. "
In the modern kindergarten and primary grades, a
short period is given each day to the children so that
they may tell; what happened on the way to school; what
they saw; what they did the ni feht before; etc. If this
were carried on through the upper grades and into
secondary schools with the addition of subjects of
6 Trommer, Caroline and Regan, Teresa, "Directing
Language in the Elementary School Child" The Macmillan
Company 1935

interest for them perhaps they would do less listening
and watching and more worthwhile talking.
In telling an anecdote about a college student con-
7fusing 'granite' with 'granted' Leslie Meeks says "It
is one more bit of evidence that students do not know
words. They are, even as late as their Freshman year in
college, literally wordless. What can we do to maite our
wordless students articulate?"
ftDonald Fraser says, "That there is a lack of confi
dence on the part of college students to express themselve
orally.
"
If our elementary and secondary schools do not feive
to tneir pupils sufficient training in oral composition
and the poise and self confidence that comes with it, we
can not expect the college stuaent to become suddenly
imbued with confidence and the ability to organise and
impart his opinions for tne benefit of his classmates.
And it is necessary for the growth of the individual and
of society that we be able to communicate our ideas to
others.
7 Meeks, Leslie "Words for the Wordless" The English
Journal (College Edition) Volume 16:396 May 1934
8 Fraser, "Donald "Importance of English Composition"
Unpublished Master's Thesis Boston University 1930
ft
"Whoever aspires to succeed in business, to secure
and maintain a standing among friends, or to "be a leader
in any kind of human activity, v/ill have his chances of
success increased by the ability to talic to the point,
with force and convincingness and the moving powers of
persuasion. " ^
The preceding statement shows that there is much
need for training in oral work as it is of great practical
value, for throughout our lives most of us do more talking
TOthan writing. In fact E.R.Anderson tells us "That 90 per
cent of our English is oral and only 10 per cent written".
Tn the large classes that we have today, it is difii-
cult to do much oral work, and as there are many scales for
rating written composition it is less difficult to rate them
and less accurate for teachers to rate oral compositions.
E.D.Randolph makes the assertion that, 11 "Oral English
must be tried before a different bar from that appropriate
for written English, When the spoken words of children are
v/ritten down the judgment is further complicated. It must
9 Baker, Elizabeth "Spoken English and How to Teach It"
Rand Mcllally and Company 1925
10 Anderson, H.R. "Experiment in Oral and Written English"
School and Society Volume 38:806-9 Dec. 16, 19 5o
11 Randolph, E.D. "Conventional Aversions Versus Fundamental
Errors" in English" Pedagogical Seminary Volume 24: 162-
September 1917
4
"be remembered that the "b-«-d appearance of sentences is not
conclusive evidence against them. There sound must testily
also, with all the advantage that the counsel of punctuation
can provide; for the exigences of even oral composition
(which is prepared for deliberately) demands that the
speaker have somewhat greater freedom from perscription
than the writer.
"
In addition to this H.A. Greene and E.A. Betes say
that, "Anyone who has analyzed shorthand or long hand
reports of oral activities must realize that such records
do not give entirely true pictures of the situation. In
addition to the fact tnat the observer may not hear the
activities accurately, there is usually a certain amount
of unconscious or unintenti onal editing and correcting on
the part of the recorder.
However there is a danger that speech be considered
too exclusively a matter of sound and delivery ana not
enough emphasis put on correct structure and organization
which give forcefulness and clearness to Oral English.
Written versus Oral Composition
There has always been a great deal of written work
in elementary and secondary schools and in many secondary
12
Greene, K.A. and Betts,E.A. "A Hew Technique for the
Study of Oral Language Activities" Elementary School
Journal Volume 33:353-61, January 1933.
•
schools there is a formal coarse in written composition.
13Leslie Meeks tells a story about asking a class of
college Freshmen to write upon their experiences in theme
writing in High School. One Freshman wrote that they did
not do much writing as the teacher took it for "granite"
that they knew all about writing.
Both written and oral composition are essentially
fundamental in education, but it would seem as though
the utilitarian aspect of written composition was not
as high as oral composition. Written composition is of
vital importance in social and business letters, college
14
entrance exams and success in college. Rachel Salisbury
says, "Host of the tasks required of a college student are
connected with some form of reading or writing.
"
Yet even with training in written work we all need
preparation for oral jomposi tion. For, "There is little
transference from skill in written to skill in oral com-
position. The eaucational psychologist presents evidence
to show that psychological factors are so different in
writing and speaking that in order to become efiective in
the use 01 oral English, our training must be a specific
13
Meeks, Leslie Op. Git. page 5
14 Salisbury, Rachel "Better Work Habits in College"
Scott, Foresman and Company 1933

preparation for if.
Paul Bushnell has touched upon this subject. He
says, "There is strong evidence that writing and speech
are not at this level of maturity (tenth grade) separate,
distinct types with their own peculiar merits and quali-
ties, but that there is merely a continuous gradation
from a precise, logical, integrated manner of expression
to one of the opposite extreme, and that a pupils writing
is almost certain to be further up the scale tnan his
speech, *'
Mr. Bushnell^ study is a comparison of simple
narrations and conversations of tenth forade with cor-
responding written expression of the identical material
secured two weexs later from the same pupils. These
themes v.ere rated for both thought content and sentence
structure, wnile the compositions in the present study were
scored for thought content only.
In comparing written composition with oral compo-
sition Mr. Bushnell found tnat the written themes averaged
6,8 points higher that the oral on the
15Anderson, H.R. Op. Git. page 6
16
Bushnell, Faul P. "An Analytical Contrast of Oral
with Written English" Gontri outions to Education,
Ho. 451 Teachers College Columbia University 1930

Van Wagenen Scale for thought content. In scoring for
thought, 93 per cent of the written compositions were equal
to or exceeded the median of the oral compositions.
In his conclusion ne says, "Written expression has
been disclosed "by the present study as consistently
superior to oral expression in qualities oi thought
content and sentence structure and as less subject to
nearly all kinds of error," A '
As this study deals with growth oi written recall
"between grades three and six the following statements
seem pertinent.-^ "The evidence presented is sufiicient
to demonstrate that significant development does occur
between the third and sixtn grades in childrens written
expression. The development, furthermore, is capable of
analysis into a number of specific phases, each of wnich
represents to the elementary teacher both a challenge and
some suggestion of the nature which the training program
must take in order for it to facilitate the development
of childrens language ability",
17 Bushnell, Paul P. Op, Cit. pa& e 9
18 Hoppes, W. G, "Some Aspects of Growth in Written
Expression". Elementary English Review, Volume 10: 67-70
March 19 35
•
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ftpiat ion of Spelling Ability ana Speed ol
Handwriting, To Written Recall
Jean Betzner,-^ in a study of childrens compositions
states that, "Apparently, a fair correlation exists between
general intelligence and ability in composition."
E.G. Williamson states,^ "That in the usual class
rocm learning conditions, an individual is not likely to
be a good speller unless he has a high intelligence and
works hard.
"
21Shaw and Irwin made a study of good and poor writers
and in showing the relation oi intelligence to writing says,
"The difference in intelligence between good and poor
writers is not marked," Although there was some slight
difference, it was too unimportant to be fereatly considered
and other reasons were given for poor handwriting.
It would seem that general intelligence were the
basis upon which all training must be built. Without
native ability we should expect little in tne way of
composition or spelling even with much training.
19 Betzner, J. "Content and Form of Childrens Original
Compositions" Contributions to Education No. 442 Teacners
College, Columbia University 1930.
20 Williamson, E.G. "The Relation of Learning to Spelling
Ability" Journal of Educational Psychology, Volume
257-65 April 1933
21 Shaw, L.A. and Irwin, M.E. "Study of Good and Poor
Writers" Educational Methods, Volume 12: 275-84,
February 1933.
«
Mr, Suzzalo, in his book on spelling, puts a
great deal of emphasis on the importance oi written compo-
sition in the teaching of spelling, "The child's need to
spell is directly called into existence by his need to
express himself in written symbols".
23Miss Hilderbrant agrees with Mr, SuzzaHo "that
spelling links itself with writing even more closely than
with reading,
"
04
"The selection of words elementary school pupils
should be taught to spell is limited to the vocabulary
used in the writing activities of life,"
It would seem from the preceding statements that
spelling and composition are closely related. In the
ideal situation where "spelling vocabulary is limited
to the writing activities of life" writing and spelling
would be even more closely linked.
Suzzallo, Henry "The Teaching of Spelling'
Houghton Mifflin 1913
Hilderbrant, Edith "The Psychological Analysis of
Spelling" Pedigogical Seminary Volume 30:571-61
24
McKee, Paul "Language in the Elementary School"
Houghton Mifflin 1934
«
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
Tests were given "by the writer to one hundred and
ninety-six children in grades three, four, five and six
in the Williams town Public Schools.
The tests for oral and written recall were taken
from the Durrell Reading Test, Four paragraphs
were given each child, two for oral recall (one easy for
the grade in which the child was, and one more dilficult)
and two for written recall one easy and difficult equal in
difficulty in mechanical ability of reading to those used
for oral recall.
In order to compare the relative difficulty in thoa^ht
content of paragraphs used for writing and those used for
oral recall, paragraphs given on Durrell' s Test as Oral
Reading with Oral Recall were used in this study as Silent
Reading v/ith Oral Recall. Paragraphs & iven as Silent
Reading with Oral Recall were used as Silent Readin fo with
Written Recall. The median scores for paragraphs of the
same mechanical reading difficulty, as they were used
originally on the Durrell Reading Test, (76 cases of midale
&rade ability) were compared. It was found that the
paragraph pairs #3 were equal. Paragraph pairs §4 were
equal. Paragraph #5 for written recall proved to be more
difficult by 4 1/2 memories than Paragraph $5 for
25 Durrell, Donald D. "Procedure for the Analysis of
Reading Difficulty" Boston University 1933

oral recall. Paragraph #6 for written recall was found
to be more difficult by 1 1/2 memories than Paragraph #6
for oral recall. Paragraph #7 for written recall proved
more difficult by one-half memory than Paragraph #7 for
oral recall, (See Tables 2,5,4 and 5)
The paragraphs have been lettered so tney might be
conveniently referred to in Tables 2,5,4, and 5.
The paragraph pairs were:
Paragraphs
Oral Written Oral Written
Grade 111 5A 33 4C 4D
Grade IV 4C 4D 5E 5F
Grade V 5E 5F 6G
v
6H
Grade VI 6G 6K 71 7J
It can readily be seen that paragraph pairs 4,5, and
6 were each given to two grades, to one grade as a hard
paragraph and to the next ferade as an easy one.
The written recall was given as a group test. Each
child was given a printed paragraph face down, and told,
"When I say Go 1
,
turn the paper over, read the story once
and place the paper on your desk again face down. " The
paragraphs were collected and blank sheets of paper were
passed out. The children were then told, "Write as much as
you can remember of the story. If there are any wordt; which
are hard to spell, spell them as best you can by sounding
the letters in the word. " They were given as much time as
they needed both for reading and writing. The same directions
were given for the second paragraph.

The oral recall tests were given individually, the
child reading silently and repeating orally what he remem-
bered to the examiner. Other children were excluded from
the room so that the child's attention would not "be divert-
ed. The child was given the printed paragraph and told,
"Read this story to yourself once and when you finish return
the card to me, " When he had returned trie cara, "Will you
tell me all that you can remember about the story?"
The scoring was by memories and even if the words were
different from those of the story, but with the idea there,
it was scored as a memory. Hereafter, score for oral and
written recall in this study means number of memories recall-
ed. The paragraphs, used for each grade, divided into memory
units are ^iven in the Appendix.
Stanford Achievement Test, Form V, was used for reading
and spelling grades, and to ascertain whether tne grades
were normal grades, (See Table I.)
For the handwriting test a simple paragraph from tne
Durrell Test was used for all four grades. It was written
on the blackboard and the children given one minute in which
to write. The score is the number of letters written in one
minute. Complete data for each grade will be found in the
appendix.
All of the tests, with the exception of the writing
test, were given during the first semester. The writing -

test was given at the "beginning of the second semester.
Table I
Showing Medians for Chronological Age, Stanford Achievement
Age, and Stanford Achievement Grade.
Data on Grade III
Median %
Chronological Age 8.6 8.0 8.9
Stanford Achievement Age 8.10 7.11 9.3
Stanford Achievement Grade 3.2 2.7 3.4
Data on Grade IV
Chronological Age 9.6 9.2 9.10
Stanford Achievement Age 10.3 9.6 10.10
Stanford Achievement Grade 4.3 3,9 4.9
Data on Grade V
Chronological Age 10.5 10.1 10.10
Stanford Achievement Age 10.10 10.7 11.8
Stanford Achievement Grade 4.9 4.6 5,8
Data on Grade VI
Chronological Age
Stanford Achievement Age
Stanford Achievement Grade
11.5
11.7
5.7
11.1
11.3
5.4
11.10
13.5
7.6
f
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RESULTS
Grade III
In the third grade, 39 children were tested. The scores
on the easy paragraph #3 for Oral Recall ran&e from 1 to 14
memories with the median at 8. The scores on paragraph #3 for
"Written Recall range from to 14 with the median at 7. This
reveals the median of the easy oral recall superior by 1 memory
to the median of easy written recall, and the low grouping of
memories for written recall. The scores on the hard paragraph
#4 for Oral Recall, range from to 19 memories with median at
10. The scores on paragraph #4 for Written Recall, range from
1 to 14 with the median at 7. This shows the median of the
hard oral paragraph superior to the median of the hard written
paragraph "by 3 memories, and also, the low grouping oi scores
for written recall.
Table II
A Comparison of the Median Scores of Oral ana Written Memories
on Paragraphs of Equal Difficulty for Grade III.
EASY PARAGRAFH #3 HARD PARAGRAPH #4
Oral Recall
A
Written Recall
Diff
1
Oral Recall
C
•
Wri t.Rec
D
all
Dif
3
S
8 5$ Si
M
7 3* 9
3 M
10 7 %13
I.I
7
n
*1
2 9*
Data on 76 cases for Oral Recall
Med. 10 on fA f Med. 15 on fC
Med. 10 on , B I Med. 15 on »D f
Diff. for comprehension Diff. for comprehension
When *A T was used for oral reading with oral recall the
median of 76 cases was 10 memories. B was given as silent
reading with oral recall with median of 10 memories. This
shows paragraphs A and B equal in comprehension. In the same
way paragraphs C and D were proved equal for comprehension.
I»
Grade IV
In the fourth grade, 46 pupils were given the tests.
The scores on the easy paragraph #4 for Oral Recall range
from 2 to 21 memories with the median at 10, The scores on
paragraph #4 for Y/ritten Recall, range from 2 to 19 with the
median at 13. This shows the median of the easy written recall
superior to the median of the easy oral recall by 3 memories.
The scores on the hard paragraph //5 for Oral Recall range from
1 to 18 memories with the median at 13. The scores on para forapn
#5 for Written Recall range irom 1 to 14 with the median at 7;
thus showing oral recall surpassing written recall by 6 memo-
ries.
When the difference in comprehension is corrected, (See
Table III), it shows paragraph ^5 used for v/ritten recall to
be 4 1/2 memories more difficult than oral paragraph £b. There-
fore, it makes the median of oral recall superior to the median
of written recall by 1 1/2 memories.
Table III
A Comparison of the Median Scores of Oral and Written Memories
on Paragraphs of Equal Difficulty for Grade IV.
EASY PARAGRAPH #4
Oral Recall
G
Writ. Recall
D Diff
.
3
Oral Recall
E
Writ. Re
I
call
H
10 Si 13 %
M
13 •
-1
9 1&
M
7
4* 039
Diff.
6
HARD PARAGRAPH #5
Data on 76 cases for Oral Recall
Med. 15 on 'C 1 Med. 14 on 'E*
Med. 15 on f D' Med. _9j- on *F*
Diff. for comprehension Diff. 4^- for comprehension Par.
•I" 4-g- memories harder than Par. 'E'
'G* and 'D* proved equal in comprehension( See Table II). When
*E f was given as oral reading with oral recall the median for
76 ca-oes was 14 memories. When I was given as silent reaain&
with oral recall the median was 9-g- memories. This shows para&rapn
S 1 4-^- memories harder than E for comprehension.
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Grade V
There were 56 children tested in Grade V, The scores
on the easy paragraph #5 for Oral Recall ran foe from 2 to 16
memories with the median at 12 1/2. The scores on paragraph
#5 for Written Recall range from 6 to 16 with the median at 12.
When the difference in comprehension difficulty of paragraph
#5 is corrected, Table 4, it will be seen that the diixerence
should be 4, showing written recall median superior to oral
recall median by 4 memories.
The scores for the nard paragraph #6 for Cral Recall,
range from 1 to 18 with the median at 7. The scores for para-
graph #6 for Written Recall, range from 2 to 16 memories with
the median at 6. It vail be seen from these figures that tne
oral median is superior to tiie written median by one memory,
When the difference in comprehension difiiculty lor para^rapn
#6 was corrected, §6 used for written recall v.as found to be
more difficult by one-half memory than #6 used for oral recall;
thus showing the oral median superior to the written median by
one-half memory.
Table IV
A Comparison of the Median Scores of Oral and Written Memories
on Paragraphs of Equal Difiiculty for Grade V,
Easy Paragraph jf5 Kara Paragraph #6
OralERecall
M
12± a
Wri t. FRecall
M
15 h
Dif i.
i
Oral GRecall
H
2.
Wri t. HRecall
M
6
Dili.
1
Data on 76 cases for Oral Recall
Med. 14 on 'E *
Med. 9i- on ! F'
Diff.-Tii for comprehension
Par. 'F* 4+ memories harder
than Par. 2 *B 1
Paragraph E proved 4-j;- memories harder
When "G" was used as oral reading with
for 76 cases was 11 memories. When "H"
ing with oral recall the median was 10
paragraph H jr memory harder than G for
Med.
Med.
Dif f
Par.
Par.
11 on «G'
104 on 'E'
for comprenension
'E f imemory harder than
than E for comprehension,
oral recall the median
was given as silent read*
memories. This shows
comprehension.
t r
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Grade VI
In the sixth grade, 55 pupils were tested. The scores
on the easy paragraph #6 for Oral Recall range from 1 to 21
with the median at £. The scores on #6 for Written Recall,
range from 1 to 17 memories with the median at 10. This shows
that written recall median ie superior by 2 memories to oral
recall median. "'.Then the difference of one-half memory ior
comprehension is corrected, it is found that the written
recall median should be superior by 1 1/2 memories to the oral
recall median.
The scores on the hard paragraph
,f7 for Oral Recall,
range from 3 to 20 memories with the median at 6. The scores
for paragraph 7f7 for Written Recall, ranb e from 1 to 22 with
the median at 7. This shows the written median surpassing the
oral median by one memory. When the aifference is corrected
for comprehension it showed that paragraph jfl used for written
recall was easier by 1 1/2 memories than #7 used for oral
recall. This makes the oral median superior to tne written
median by 1/2 memory.
Table V
A Comparison of the Median Scores of Oral and Written
Memories on Paragraphs of Equal Difficulty for Grade VI.
EASY PARAGRAPH #6
Oral Recall" Writ. Recall
G H
HARD PARAGRAPH #7
Oral^Recal 1 Writ. Recall —
J J) iff.
M \%
x
8 |5j_
*5
12\
M
10
fa
134
Diff
2
>3
Data on 76 cases fcr Oral Recall
Med. 11 on , G* Med. 6£ on *I'
Med. 10J on *K* Med. 10 on 'J*
Biff.Tf for comprehension Diff.Tf for comprehension
Par. IIP 1/2 memory harder Par. 'J 4 ! 1/2 memories easierthan Par. '(i * than Par. *T*
Paragraph H was proved memory harder than G for comprehen-
sion. When I was given as" oral reading with oral recall the
median for 76 cases was 8-A- memories. When J was given as silent
reading with oral recall the median was 10 memories. This shows
paragraph J 1 l/2 memories easier than I for comprehension.
9
A wide spread in the range of the scores lor Grade VI
will be seen. This is in keeping with the v/ide range in grade
scores made on the Stanford Achievement Test.
There seems to be evidence from this study that on easy
materialj written recall is superior to oral recall. Y/hereas
on difficult material children talk better than tney write.
"Evidence points to the fact that on difficult material,
lower grade children talk better than they write but that the
written and oral ability for thought content of fifth and
sixth grade children is more equal. This is in accordance with
26
the findings of W.C« Hoppes, 'that there is a growth in tue
development of written expression between the tnird ana sixth
grades. 1
Paragraphs #4 were used for Grades III and IV; for Grade
III, as* the difficult para^rapns and for Grade IV as the easy
material. By subtracting trie median of tne written scores from
the median of the oral scores and aduing the results, it was
found that there was a gain in written memories over oral
memories of b 1/2.
Table VI
Showing Gain in Written Memories over Oral Memories of
Grades III and IV on Paragraph #4.
Med. Diff. Med. W Diff. W Diff.(O-W)
G 4-3
Grade III 10 7 3
Grade IV 10i f 13 6 -2-£
Gain in memories, Written over Oral 5§
26 Hoppes, W.C. Op. Cit.
,
page 10

Para raphs #5 were used for Grades IV" and V. It was
found by the same method that there was a gain in written
memories over oral memories of 5 1/2 for this paragraph
Table VII
Showing the Gain in Written Memories over Oral Memories of
Grades IV and V on Paragraph 5.
Med. Diff. Med. W Diff. ¥ Diff.(O-W)
G 5-4 G 5-4
Grade IV 13 7 6
Grade V lSj
-§ 12 5 J-
Gain in memories, Written over Oral 5-^
Parabraphs #6 were used for Grades V and VI, and it was
found that there was a gain in written over oral of 3 memories
for this paragraph.
Table VIII
Showing the Gain in Written Memories over Oral Memories of
Grades V and VI on Paragraph 6.
Med. Diff. Med. W Diff. W Diff. (O-W)
G 6-5 G 6-5
Grade V 7 6 1
Grade VI 8 1 10 4-2
Gain in memories, Written over Oral 3
This further supports the evidence that there is con-
sistently a gain in written work between the third and
sixth grades.

In order to see what relation handwriting speed and
spelling ability had to written recall, samples of hand-
writing speed, and spelling grades taken from the Stanford
Achievement Test were compared. The top quartiles in hand-
writing speed of each of the four grades were set down and
opposite each score was put the spelling grade that tne
pupil made on the Stanford Achievement Test. The medians
score were found for handwriting speed and spelling grades.
Table IX
A Comparison of the Medians of the Top and Lowest Quaroiles
of Handwriting Speed and Spelling Grades.
Grade III
Top Quar tile
Lowest Quartile
Top Quart ile
Lowest Quart ile
Top Quart ile
Lowest Q uartile
Handwriting Diff,
5,4 me3 «
3.0 2.4
Grade IV
7.9
4.2 3.7
Grade V
8.2
5.0 3,2
Spelling
3.med\
2.6
Diff.
.6
5.3
3.9
6.45
5.05
1.4
1.4
Top Quartile
Lowest Quartile
Grade VI
7.5 6.2
4.0 3,5 5.3 . 9

In Grades IV and V, the spelling grade median for the
top quar tiles of handwriting speed is 1.4 years higher than
the medians for the lowest quartiles. In Grade VI there is
a difference of .9 of a year and in Grade III, of .6 of a
year.
Because there were so few pupils in each grade it was
thought best to combine the lour top quartiles. The opposite
spelling grades were combined and medians found. The same was
done with the four lowest quartiles of handwriting speed and
the opposite spelling scores. Thus there is the same number
of children from each grade in the combined top quartiles as
there is in tne combined lowest quartiles. Table X shows a
comparison of the median scores.
Table X
A Comparison of the Medians of the Top and Lowest Quartiles
of Handwriting Speed with Spelling Grades lor Grades III, IV,
V, and VI.
Handwriting Spelling
Med. Med.
Top quartiles 7.5 b.4
Lowest Ouar tiles 4.2 4,4
The spelling grade median for the top quartiles of hand-
writing speed is one year ni her than the median for the low-
est quartiles. This points to the fact that, on this study,
there is some relation between handwri ting speed and spelling
ability.
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In the same manner as it was compared with, spelling
ability, handwri ting speed was compareu with written recall.
Table XI compared by grades the median of the Top and Low-
est O^uartiles of handwriting speed with the medians for the
opposite spelling grades.
Table XI
A Comparison of the Medians of the Top and Lowest Quart iles
of Handwriting Speea with V/ritten Recall,
Grade III
Handwriting Diff, Written Recall Memories
Top ^uartile
Lowest Qnartile
Med.
5.4
"Easy Diff. Hard Diff.
5 6
7-2 5 33.0 2.4
Grade IV
7.9 12 9
4.2 3.7 11 1 7 2
Grade V
8.2 12| -8
5.0 3.2 11 Ijt 6 2
Grade VI
7.5 12 12
4.0 3.5 9 3 6 6
There is some slight diiference between the meaians of
written recall of the top and lowest quartiles oi handwritin&
speed. The greatest difference is in Grade VI where there is
a difference of 3 memories on the easy para fe ra_:n and 6 memories
on the hard paragraph.
Top Qnartile
Lowest ^uartile
Top
u
uartile
Lowest Quart ile
Top Quartile
Lowest Quartile

Table XII
A Comparison of the Medians of the Combined Top and Lowest
quartiles of Handwriting Speed with Written Recall.
Handwriting Written Recall Memories
Med. Easy Hard
Med. Med,
Top quartiles 75 12 6
Lowest quart iles 42 10 6
There is a difference of two memories on written reoall
between the top and lowest quartiles of handwriting speed,
showing some relation between handwriting and written ex-
pression in this study.
The top and lowest quartiles for eacn of tue ioar grades,
for spelling grades was set down and opposite each score was
put the written recall scores which that pupil made. The
medians are compared in Table XIII.
Table XIII
A Comparison of the Medians of the Top and Lowest Quartiles
of Spelling Grades with Written Recall.
Grade III
Spelling Written Recall Memories
Easy ©iff. Hard Diff.
Med. Med. Med.
Top quartile 4.5 9 11
Lowest quartile 2.5 4 5 2 9
Grade IV
Top quartile 5.4 14 7
Lowest quartile 2.9 10 4 4 3
Grade V
Top quartile 6.9 13 ©J
Lowest Q.uartile 4.3 11 2 6 2$

Grade VI
Spelling Written Recall Memories
Easy Diff. Hard Diff
•
Med. Med. Med.
Top ^uartile 7.2 13 12
Lowest Q,uartile 4.1 8 5 3 9
This table (XIII) shows a marked difference between
the medians of written recall of the top and lowest quartiles
of spelling grades. In Grades III and VI the difference is
greatest being 5 memories for the easy paragraph and 9
memories for the hard paragraph. The four top quartiles were
combined and the four lowest quartiles were combined; the
opposite recall scores for the top quartiles were combined;
the opposite recall scores for the lowest quartiles v/ere
combined, and the four medians found. Table XIV shows a com-
parison of these medians.
Table XIV
A Comparison of the Medians of the Combined Top and Combined
Lowest Quartiles of Spelling Grades with Written Recall.
Spelling Written Recall Memories
Easy Hard
Med. Med. Med.
6/8 12 9
3.6 9 4
Top Quartiles
Lowest Quartiles
This table, (XIV), shows a difference of 3 memories for
the easy paragraph and a difference of 5 memories for the hard
paragraph between the top and lowest quartiles of spelling
ability. This difference indicates that written recall and
spelling ability are definitely related.
c
CASE STUDIES
In Grade III, oral recall was slightly superior to written
recall on the easy paragraph. There was a greater difference
between oral and written recall on the hard paragraph. This
is shown by the typical case below.
A Typical Case III #21
Chron. Age 8-0
Stan. Age 9-2
Stan. Gr. 3.4
Stan. Read.Gr. 3.4
Stan. Spell. Gr. 2.8
Writing Speed
letters per min. 54
16
CO
CD
u
o
a
CD
E.Oral E.Writ. H.Oral H.Writ.
Five children in Grade III had fourth grade ability on the
Stanford Achievement Test. Three of these children had written
recall superior to oral on both paragraphs.
An Exceptional Case III #32
Chron. Age 8-6
Stan. Age 10-3
Stan. Gr. 4.3
Stan, Head. Gr. 4.8
St an. Spell. Gr. 5.0
Writing Speed
letters per min. 43
00
CD
•H
O
c
CD
9 10—
E.Oral E.Writ. H.Oral H.Writ.
The preceding case shows written recall superior to oral on
both paragraphs. Both reading and spelling grades are above the
grade level.

In Grade IV, there are 46 cases. Out of this number
twenty-five of the easy written were superior to the easy oral,
while forty-one of the hard oral were superior to the hard
written.
A Typical Case IV #34
Chron, Age 8-10
Stan. Age 10-0
Stan, Gr, 4.0
Stan. Bead. Or. 5.2
St an.Spell. Or. 4.1
Writing Speed
letters per min. 61 E.Oral E.Writ. H.Oral H.Writ.
Chron. Age
Stan. Age
Stan. Or.
Stan .Read. Or.
Stan. Spell, Gr.
Writing Speed
letters per min.
An Exceptional Case IV #32
9-10
9-11
4.0
4.3
4.7
73
CD
CD
u
O
6
CD3
E.Oral E.Writ. H.Oral H.Writ,
This preceding case shows written recall superior on both
paragraphs
.
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There are fifty-six cases in Grade V. The scores are
almost evenly divided; about half having oral recall superior
and just less than half having written superior.
Case V #26
Chron. Age 11-8
Stan. Age 10-9
Stan. Gr. 4.8
Stan.Fead.Gr. 5.0
St an. Spell. Gr. 4.4
Writing Speed
letters per min. 54
16
14
orie
8
a 6
i
E.Oral E.Writ. H.Oral H.Writ.
This V #26, shows recall for the difficult material greatly
inferior to the recall for the easy material. It will be noted
that the spelling grade is below the fifth grade level.
Case V #52
Chron. Age 11-8
Stan. Age 11-7
Stan. Gr. 5.7
Stan. Bead.Gr. 6.1
Stan. Spell. Gr. 6.2
Writing Speed
letters per min. 83
CO
<D
t-i
U
o
s
a>
17
15
JLQ.
E.Oral E.Writ. H.Oral H.Writ.
Ic.
* 4
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There were fifty- five cases in Grade VI. In eight of
the cases the oral recall was superior on both paragraphs.
In twelve cases the written was superior on both paragraphs.
On many of the cases there was but one or two points difference
in the scores of the oral and the written*
Oase VI #4
Chron. Age 11-3
Stan. Age 12-7
Stan. Gr. 6.8
Stan.Read.Gr. 5.4
Stan. Spell.Gr. 4.7
Writing Speed
letters per min. 75
CD
0)
•H
U
o
§
-10-
12
E.Oral E.Writ. H.Oral H.Writ.
Case VI #50
Chron. Age 11-0
Stan. Age 13-11
Stan. Gr. 8-1
Stan.Read.Gr. 8.7
Stan. Spell. Gr. 7.2
Writing Speed
Letters per min. 69
00
<D
•H
U
o
§
14
12
6
E.Oral E.Writ . H.Oral H.Writ.
These two cases are typical of the variability of the
sixth grade scores.
r#
SUMIaARY AND QOKCLUSIOSB
Even though the data in this study is limited as
to the number of cases, and the number of grades through
which it is carried, still there is evidence of certain
trends in oral and written composition which are worthy of
no te«
1. Children, who are in grades three to six, re-
produce easy material in writing as well ana better tnan
they reproduce it orally.
2. When these same children are given material diffi-
cult for their grade, their oral recall is superior to
written recall,
3. Between the third and sixth graa.es there is a con-
sistent gain in written memories over oral memories.
4. In the lower grades the difference "between written
recall and oral recall on difficult material is more marked,
"but as we progress toward the upper grades tnis difference
narrows until in the sixth grade it is practically negligible!
5. Although in this study, the pupils could ta^ce as
much tirre as they needed for written reproductions, there seems
to be some slight relation between speed of handwriting and
written recall.
6. Speed of handwriting may be, and perhaps should be,
considered as a factor in spelling ability, but it is shown
"by this study to be of small importance.

7. Although the written reproductions in this study
were not scored for spelling errors, ability in spelling
seems to enter as a limiting factor into the ability to
reproduce in writing.
We might conclude that the lower scores for the diffi-
cult written reproduction "be due to various factors, among
which, difficulty of mechanical reading and comprehension,
spelling ability and the less self-consciousness of pre-
adolescents are vital points.
In the study of oral and written composition by Mr.
27Bushnell, it is shown that in the tenth grade, written
composition is superior to oral composition. He found that
93 per cent of the written compositions equalled or exceeded
the median of the oral compositions. It is unfortunate txiat
this present study could not nave been extended farther than
the sixth grade, but we might expect from these studies that
written composition improves at a more rapid rate than oral,
throughout the intermediate school.
v!e can feel confident that it would be advisaole to
employ in the language training of elementary and secondary
school pupils a combination of both speaking and writing,. If
a child's oral ability can be developed only through oral
practice, then in order to make him successful in speaking
activities our school training must give him that practice.
27
Bushnell, Paul P. Op. Git. Pa^e 9
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APPE1IDIX
Paragraphs given as Silent Reading with Written Recall
Showing Division into Memory Units.
#3
Three boys
"built a house
in the woods.
They put a table
and two old chairs in it.
There was a basket
full oi apples
under the table.
One afternoon
they went away
and left the door open.
When they came back
#4
A little girl
got off the train
all alone.
There was nobody
at the station
to meet her.
She asked the man
inside the station
where her mother was,
Ke said that her mother
could not get the car started.
A man was tryin fo to fix it.
they found two little pi^s The little &irl sat down
eating the apples to wait.
A few minutes later
a big car
came around the corner
with her mother in it.
The little girl &ot in
and they drove home.
I
Silent
#5
About one hundred and fifty
years ago
in France
the first man
v/ent up in a balloon.
His balloon was made of paper
covered with strips of cloth
to make it strong.
A long rope kept the balloon
from going too high.
Later this man toox a friend
up in the balloon with him.
On this trip they rose
over five hundred feet.
The trip lasted
thirty minutes.
They came down
several miles
from where they started.
teading--Yri tten Recall
#6
Early settlers
in America
found that Indians
would sell skins and land
for glass beads.
Many men earned their living
by making, glass beaas
and bottles.
In 1827
a man invented a way
to press molten glass
into iron molds.
The most famous glass works
was in Sandwich in Massachusetts.
This Sandwich glass had
a bright silvery appearance
and it could be molded into
elaborate and attractive patterns*
Beautiful lamps and candlesticks
as well as all sorts of dishes
were made from tnis &lass.
In many New England homes
pieces of Sandwich glass
are still found on display.
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Silent Reading—Written Recall
#7
Basketball at their conference games*
is one of the more recent games.
It was devised
by a college instructor
who desired a game to interpose
between the football
and baseball seasons.
The game demands
precision of movement,
concentration,
and great endurance.
It is more popular
in those localities where
it does not compete with hockey.
Opinion differs as to whether
it is a satisfactory game
for girls.
It has been modified
to make it less strenuous
for them
by restricting the playing area
of each player.
Some of the large western
universi ties
have audiences
of over twenty thousand
*
Paragraphs given as Silent Reading with Oral Recall Showii
Division into Memory Units.
#5
Dick
jumped out of "bed
and ran downstairs.
It was his birthday.
He found a "big "basket
on his chair
at the table.
Something was moving
in the basket.
Dick took of! the cover.
Out jumped
a little "brown dog.
The dog started to bark
and wag his tail.
He was glad to &et out.
#4
A boy
was hart
on our street
yesterday.
He had been playing ball
and was riding
his bicycle
away from
the ball field
when a car
came down tne road.
He did not see
the car coming
because he was looking back
at the boys
who were still playing ball.
The car was going slowly.
It hit the ooy
but did not run over him.
His arm
was hurt
and his bicycle
was bent.
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Silent Reading--Oral Recall
#5 #6
The first trains Large kites have "been used
were pulled by horses. fcr a great many things.
Later In war they have "been used
engines were used to pull trains, to carry signal lanterns
The first engines and to carry automatic cameras
could not go very fast over eaeiiy territory.
and often broke down. One general
Oncethere was a race used kites to pull ropes
between a train pulled by a horse across a swiit river
and a train pulled by an engine. so that he could start to ouild
At first a swinging bridge.
the horse was ahead Some people in China
because the engine make "singing kites"
had to start slowly. which are supposed
Then the engine passed the horse to frighten away
but something in the engine evil spirits.
broke The weather bureau nas used
and the horse kites to study temperature
won the race. and the speed ol the wind
at great heignts.
A string of kites once went up
over four miles in the air.
Some kites are big enough
to lift a man.
r
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#7
Silent Reading—Oral Recall
Baseball is called after the men departed.
the national sport. Both amateur and
It developed from games professional players
known a ft "rounders" welcome the baseball season.
and "town ball".
It was played in colleges
as early as 1625
and its popularity
has constantly increased.
It is easily understood
and demands simple equipment.
Curiously enough,
war has been responsible
for the growth of the pastime.
Men learned it in camps
during the Civil War
and organized teams
on returning home.
The Y/orld Y.rar
extended it further,
7/herever American soldiers
have been stationed
they have created
an interest in baseball
which remained
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Top quartiles of all grades Corresponding scores in
in spelling written recall
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GRADE III
RECALL STANFORD ACKIEVEIOTT TEST
Chrori. Writ.
'up i 1 s "Par. Hard "Par. Read, Spell Age Grade Aee Spe ec
o w o ¥if Gr. Gr.
1 ii 10x. 10-t- vJ 4 4. 3 2. 7 *7 X 3 3 8-7 30
2< 6 2 6 2 5-*^ 6 VJ 2. 7 w * %J ? 9 9-7 45
11 9 10J_ vj 5 2, 6 2.5 7-1 1/XX 2 7 9-2 40
4 6 3 15 2 2.9 2. 5 7-1 n 2 7 8-0 40
5 g 8 11 6 2. 5 2. 6 fi-nO ™ VJ P R 9-6 31
VJ 4 5 X X 2. 8 2. 5 7-11i X X P 7 7-9 37
7 RV_ 3 1 2X C 7 3. 6 3. Q 9- 3 4 8-9 57
fl 1 2 X \J 12 8 4.3T «J 3. 3 17 *• »J 9-0 51
Q i pCJ iX 3.
1
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l nX u X O 9 19X «7 7 3. 4 2.8 w w X \J 3 2 8-3 30
1
1
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« -x»
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<cX Q 7 X 7 3 7 2 R q _ o 3 A 8-0W VJ 54
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o »J q R 9 9 «J . X 2. 6 R-P 3 1u x 10-5 43
P6 X A 5«J iX 3 2 / — u P 6<if u 8-0 45
P7 o 1X 3 n 2.0 7-11i ™ X X ? 7 8-0 31
PP % 1 PX<C 9 i oX u 4 6 4. 9 1 0-5XV 4 5• • — 8-8 79
PQ A 4 1X \J 7 3. 8 3, 9 9-6 3.7 8-6 54
30 6 8 15 4 3.0 2.8 8-10 3.2 9-1 45
31 4 9 11 14 4.1 5.5 10-4 4.4 8-8 43
32 9 12 10 13 4.8 5.0 10-3 4.3 8-6 42
33 8 9 13 8 4.0 3,3 9-10 4.0 6-3 50
34 12 14 18 14 4.3 5.6 10-6 4.6 6-9 30
35 8 6 12 9 3.6 4.5 9-7 3.8 8-8 70
36 8 7 6 8 3.1 3.0 8-7 3.1 8-7 42
37 11 7 12 11 3.2 4.1 8-8 3.1 6-7 43
38 11 9 8 13 3.4 4.0 9-5 3 fi»J . VJ 8-3 33
39 12 5 16 7 3.7 3.9 9-1 3. 3 6-0 47

GRADE IV
RECALL STAMFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Chron. Writ.
Up i. L o Easy Par. "Hp rH Pp. T* ncci/U. c op c X X Age Grade «.£>e
w w u-I
.
A v»UX «
1X 1 RX «J 1 TXX 1 ftxo 1 1X X ft P A Pft, o x u - x u a qft, y q - 1 n3 — xu q ft57 D
Oc ao 1 RXO. X ft ftu R 9 XU-1U a q4, y y — O 7 C\( u
o Q 1 ftXO X X xu R n<J • u <J . o xu —
o
4, q_9y ~ <c 7n/ u
A 1 7X f X O 1 7X i X 1 R P\J , o A ftft, o X X — o O, ft q_i o;/ — X U Rft
R XO 1 oX 1 QX 3 X \J ft 9 ft 3 1 1 —ftXX —
D
R 7 q-qJ7 — 17 P7O I
ft i nxu 1 9X <C 1 ftx u i lXX R "7O • ' A ftf±, O in PXU — o A 74, / Q_ 9 PAOft
7
f
1 AX ft 1 7X I X o 7 R ft 7 1f • X XX — ft R R Q_l A3 — xu ftp,D O
co X ft 1 7X / X t: i nxu ft "*> 1 Q xx-u R 13.X q - ^ R 3
q57 1 AX ft X .C X q57 R 7 A 3 1 1 —ftXX — R 7 q«9f — c o o
XU D 1 A1 ft R /*± A 7ft. ' A Aft, ft Q 11y -xx A 14,1 O ™ X u A^
1 T
J. X XX 1 oX<s 1 ftXO xu R qO . S7 ft ^ 1 1 _AX X— ft R R q - 757 — ( A1*±x
1 9 1 RXO X o 1 ^X O 1 9X C R A«J « ft A qft
.
^
i n _ i nxu-xu a q q-R57 — w> RH
X o X O 1 RXO Q57 q57 A ^ft. O O « C i r\ —xu o A ^,4, o q«R ftnou
1 AX t O 1 alU oc 7( Aft • *i ^ ft Q Ay -o o «
y
q_i n57 — xu R A
1 Rio nI X X 71 R 9O . o R ^ 1 A Axu-u /i i4, 1 P_9O — (O 7 R
X D 1 4X ft 7 Q X o • u O. X Q Ay -u o, o Q _ -7,^7 — O ftnD u
X l 10 B Qy 7 A nft. u 9 P<c . O o, o Q _ fty — d A9ft<c
1 clo 4 Ay oc. o /l ft4, D y- 4 t RO, D O— <c R1OX
1 Qiy y 10 1 R 7 A R4. /l 74. / Q 11y - 1
1
/ 14, 1 Q iny — x (j
.
A94<i
cl) 14 14 It oO R P R 9 11-3 5.4 Q _ Oy —
o
R A
<J ft
21 11 11 13 3 5.7 5. 9 10-8 4.7 8-10 50
22 12 12 11 5 5.6 4.7 10-6 4.6 9-4 79
25 7 12 4 4 3.4 2.3 9-3 3.4 11-4 60
24 9 15 12 7 5.2 4.1 10-0 4.1 8-10 61
25 7 12 13 7 5.1 4.6 10-8 4.7 9-6 51
26 16 17 15 5 5. 4 6.0 10-10 4.9 10-6 7o
27 13 14 17 7 5.7 6.0 11-0 5.1 9-7 65
28 7 12 12 4 5.7 6.1 11-5 5.4 10-6 75
29 16 14 10 10 4.2 3.2 9-9 3,9 9-5 77
30 10 10 14 7 5.7 2.9 9-8 3.9 10-1 71
31 11 13 15 8 4.4 4.1 9-9 3.8 9-10 64
32 4 13 3 4 4.3 4.7 9-11 4.0 9-10 73
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GRADE r
RECALL STANFORD
Pupils Easy Par, Hard Par. Read
ww u ww KI I
<S X X o q B 9
^A Q X o q f. 4.*± . u
x u 1 AX 'i X X
56 8 10 4 4 3.4
37 10 13 16 4 5.8
38 16 12 13 9 4.3
39 11 19 14 14 5.4
40 16 14 16 5 5.7
41 6 16 14 9 5.1
42 15 15 14 4 4.0
43 9 17 16 9 4.2
44 7 2 1 1 3.0
45 2 2 5 1 3.1
46 12 14 9 6 5.6
ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Chroiu Writ.
Spell A&e Graue A to e Speed
Gr.
«->
.
*» X u *-> A *S>-> Q A17 — U q A
3.6 9-9 3.9 10-4 32
3.7 9-8 3.9 9-8 64
2.6 9-2 3.4 10-5 42
4.6 10-10 4.9 9-7 b7
3. 3 10-5 4.4 9-6 57
4.5 9-11 4.0 9-2 67
5.3 11-4 5.5 9-5 82
3.7 9-9 3.9 9-2 72
2.8 9-3 3.4 9-11 73
3.2 9-4 3.6 11-3 79
2.6 9-1 3.3 10-7 75
2.8 £-6 3. 11-9 50
5.1 9-6 3.7 9-4 61
i
GRADE V
RECALL STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Chron. Writ.
Pupils Easy Par. Hard Par. Read. Spell Age Grade Age Speed
¥ W Gr. Gr.
1 14 16 11 12 6.6 6.6 11-6 5. 7 10-8 57
2 14 11 4 10 5.9 5.6 11-7 5,7 10-3 50
3 12 12 4 4 5.5 4. 3 10-9 4.8 10-11 57
4 14 5 10 7 5.2 5.5 10-10 4.9 10-3 47
5 9 12 8 10 4.6 4.3 10-9 4.8 10-4 60
6 8 13 6 6 5.7 5 «
3
10-6 4.6 9-8 47
7 2 10 5 2 o.l 4.6 9-11 4.0 10-4 50
8 8 6 7 2 4.9 4.0 10-5 5.4 11-10 00
9 7 10 4 4 4.4 4.
1
9-10 4.0 10-9 63
10 2 12 5 3 6.
1
5.7 10-11 5.0 10-9 63
11 16 11 18 10 6.6 5.5 11-8 5.6 9-7 37
12 14 14 4 4 4.1 3. 7 9-9 3.9 10-2 60
13 3 10 3 7 5.2 4.7 10-6 4.6 9-6 57
14 9 8 8 3 4. 5 3.9 10-7 4, 7 10-10 67
15 15 10 3 6 4.0 4. 9-4 3, 4 10-2 59
16 15 10 6 6 4.3 4.5 10-7 4.6 10-10 62
17 7 12 7 4 5.7 4.6 10-6 4.7 10-10 67
18 10 14 4 8 6. 3 5.0 11-5 5. 7 9-9 74
19 13 9 6 6 4.7 4.0 10-4 4. 4 11-0 40
20 12 10 7 4 5.7 5.7 10-9 4.8 11-4 60
21 16 15 13 16 7.6 6.6 12-8 7.0 11-2 57
22 8 7 6 7 4.5 4.9 10-7 4.6 10-10 57
23 11 10 6 7 4.9 5.0 10-11 5.0 10-10 59
24 13 14 8 5 5.6 4.4 10-7 4.6 10-1 57
25 10 12 4 6 5.4 5.7 10-11 5.0 8-9 69
26 16 14 6 6 5.0 4.4 10-9 4.6 11-8 54
27 14 15 10 8 5, 8 4.6 10-5 4.6 10-2 02
28 13 15 4 6 5.5 4.3 10-10 4.9 9-7 61
29 8 9 3 7 5. 6 5.9 11-0 5.1 10-1 77
30 15 13 7 7 5.7 4.9 10-10 4.9 10-5 51
31 15 11 11 6 5,8 5.2 10-9 4.8 10-6 64
32 16 13 12 10 6.3 5.1 11-9 5.9 10-9 64
33 12 12 6 9 5.6 6.2 11-3 5. 4 10-0 75
34 15 8 7 4 5.3 5.2 10-9 4.8 10-8 54
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GRADE V
RECALL STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Chron. ..'rit.
Hrpils Easy Par
.
Hard Par. Read
.
Spell. Age Grade Ase Speec
W C-r
.
Gr
.
35 7 7 3 5 4.7 5.3 10-1 4.2 10-8 57
36 14 9 1 6 6.1 7 .0 11-4 5.5 10-0 81
37 4 9 4 6 4.9 5.1 10-3 4.3 11-6 85
38 11 6 4 6 5.1 4.5 10-8 4.7 10-4 56
39 4 14 8 6 5.7 5.3 10-10 4.9 10-3 67
40 17 14 6 9 6.2 7.2 11-9 5.9 10-10 84
41 15 14 14 6 7.9 7.1 13-3 7.5 10-2 67
42 4 12 7 2 6.1 6.8 10-11 5.0 10-0 65
43 5 11 4 4 6.2 7.2 11-10 6 . 10-10 106
44 11 13 13 10 6.4 5.7 1296 6.7 10-1 83
45 15 13 8 5 5.7 5.5 11-2 5.3 10-7 62
46 18 16 11 9 7.6 6.7 12-11 6.6 10-7 79
47 16 11 12 10 7.4 6.9 12-3 6.5 10-11 52
48 15 17 16 15 9.8 6.1 12-11 7.2 10-5 67
49 14 14 6 2 5.0 5.5 10-7 4.6 9-9 45
50 15 13 12 3 7.1 6.1 11-7 5.7 10-5 54
51 8 11 3 2 5.5 6.1 11-0 5.1 11-0 106
52 12 17 15 10 6.1 6.2 11-7 5.7 11-8 83
53 17 17 11 10 7.6 5.7 11-11 6.1 10-1 63
54 13 16 11 12 9.0 7.1 13-3 7.5 10-5 57
55 12 13 12 8 6.4 6.7 12-4 6.6 9-6 71
56 10 18 13 15 7.1 7.5 12-4 6.6 9-10 75
r•
GRADE VI
RECALL STAFFORD ACEIEVEMEE'T TEST
Chron. Writ.
Pupils Easy Par. Hard Par. Read. Spell Age Grade Age Speed
W W Gr. Gr.
1 1 A14 9 12 8. 4 D. 1 10-3 7.5 11-6 Pi s\70
2 n7 7 A4 1 5, 9 5,3 11-4 5,5 11-9 39
3 2 6 5. 3 4. 5 11-7 5,7 1 T P^ pi f76
4 10 l<d 7 9 6. 4 6.1 12-7 6,6 ll-O pj C75
6 o8 6 6 5, 4 4. 7 11-3 5, 4 ll-'y 6o
6 6 11 7 11 7,9 p* /7. 4 12-11 p* f»7,2 11-4 66
7 S 8 9 4 6. 6,0 12-6 p*6, 7 11-3 90
oO 16 16 16 18 10. PI r"\7,0 15-4: 9, 3 10-11 Pi /-v70
9 16 10 t p*17 12 9, 2 6,2 14-6 6, 5 1 1-2 49
10 11 16 9 10 9.0 6, 7 13-9 7,9 11-6 70
11 9 4 12 7. 4 6,2 12-7 p* 10-11 Pi75
12 11 15 9 10 7. 5 6. 7 13-5 7.6 13—3 63
13 17 13 20 22 10. 8,1 15-4 9, 3 11-0 79
14 12 11 4 7 6.6 5. 4 12-6 7,0 11-1 73
15 4 9 3 3 4.1 4. 11-3 5, 4 12-7 29
16 1 4 4 3. 3 4.1 9-5 3, 6 11-9 47
17 3 7 5 4' 5.7 6 • 8 11-7 5. 7 14-4 54
18 10 7 r~5 3 A CZ4. 5 4. 7 10-9 4. 6 11-9 50
19 16 15 10 16 8. 4 5,9 IT Pilo-7 7.8 T n pj12-7 36
20 5 9 6 4 5.9 5,3 11-4 15-5 42
21 12 15 9 10 7.4 6.6 12-8 7.0 11-3 57
22 6 14 10 9 6.1 3. 5 11-5 5.6 11-5 62
23 15 16 5 9 7.2 3.2 11-6 5.8 12-5 59
24 9 11 7 3 4.9 4.1 10-10 4.9 11-4 50
25 17 5 8 6 5.6 4.6 11-5 5. 6 12-8 46
26 15 17 12 14 9.6 8.4 14-6 6.7 11-4 64
27 8 15 7 14 7.4 7.2 11-9 5.9 11-5 62
26 17 16 11 12 7.6 6.6 13-5 7.6 11-10 33
29 6 10 5 3 5.5 6.4 11-4 5.5 11-0 47
30 2 4 3 2 5.2 5.4 10-9 4.6 11-2 52
31 5 1 4 1 5. 4 5.8 10-10 4.9 11-9 57
32 6 11 7 7 7.0 5.7 11-9 5.9 13-3 70
33 5 9 4 6 5.5 4.6 11-6 5,7 13-3 31
34 7 6 6 5 4.6 3.6 11-0 5.1 11-6 48
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GRADE VI
RECALL STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Chron. Writ.
Pupils Easy Par. Hard Par. Read. Spell Age Grade Age Speed
W W Gr. Gr.
35 7 3 4 4 5.9 6.8 11-6 5.7 12-5 54
36 8 9 6 2 5.7 4.9 11-3 5.4 11-2 50
37 3 10 4 1 6.2 7.1 11-7 5.7 11-6 64
38 9 10 5 6 5.5 5.5 11-4 5.5 11-2 49
39 8 8 7 5 8.7 7.5 12-11 7.2 11-0 67
40 13 14 10 7 5.7 5.9 11-1 5.2 9-5 63
41 13 14 10 7 5.7 5.4 11-2 5. 3 10-9 45
42 3 5 10 10 4.6 5.1 10-9 4.6 11-10 34
43 5 10 7 6 5.9 6. 6 11-5 5. 6 11-6 40
44 4 12 4 11 5.0 5.0 11-4 5.5 11-3 63
45 7 6 6 13 6.4 6.0 11-1 5.9 11-0 54
46 7 7 4 2 5.5 2.6 11-0 5.1 11-10 47
47 8 7 4 2 6.1 5.2 11-1 5.2 11-10 51
48 7 10 7 10 6. 4 6.4 11-10 6.0 10-10 57
49 4 5 3 3 4.6 5.6 9-11 4.0 13-1 48
50 16 14 6 12 8.7 7.2 13-11 8.1 11-0 75
51 18 16 8 12 7.9 8.4 14-1 6.2 11-4 79
52 21 13 20 16 10.0 8.5 15-0 9,0 9-7 69
53 10 4 8 8 7.8 7.1 13-1 7.4 10-11 57
54 6 4 4 2 5.4 11-6 5.7 11-3 50
55 10 7 6 6 7.2 6.6 11-7 5.7 10-9 48
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